Luella Parkons

It’s a marvelous new year and I feel like a new Luella. The promise of a greater meaning in friendships and personal happiness rang in with “The New” celebrations all over the Gay Area. Unfortunately, this girl could not tryst herself to partake of all the gala happenings, but spirits tripped evenly and joyously everywhere, according to my informants.

Luella’s party skipped across the bay to Sausalito for a grand evening of endless champagne, superb dance music, amusing costumes, delicious buffet and delectable-changing games. This girl could have danced till dawn (or possibly 6 am closing), had the straps on her slippers held up under popular demand for a whirl with this party-girl. I would have loved to have danced a second time with that adorable young man dressed in nothing but swirls of illuminous paint and a scanty plumed tail, but his makeup certainly would have succeeded in ruining Luella’s lovely peekaboo (from every vantage point) party frock. I may always wonder what might have happened had I slithered about the dance floor with him that night. It really is just as well that I saved this girl near required an oxygen mask, but recovering certainly would have succeeded in ruining Luella’s Already active (from every vantage point) party frock. I may always wonder what might have happened had I slithered about the dance floor with him that night. It really is just as well that I saved this girl near required an oxygen mask, but recovering certainly would have succeeded in ruining Luella’s lovely peekaboo (from every vantage point) party frock. I may always wonder what might have happened had I slithered about the dance floor with him that night.

At the birth of 1971, balloons cascaded from the rafters, joyous greetings burst the air and in that wonderful tradition that this all-American girl looks forward to, the gentlemen masterly demonstrated their loving greetings to partners and new acquaintances. Mercruise - after approximately twelve such encounters, this girl near required an oxygen mask, but recovered in a HEAVEN state. I don’t see anything abnormal in falling in love that number of times in one evening.

I have sneakily withheld the name of our party-rendezvous only because that club is not presently open, due to a management problem. Sadly, the fresh-air idea in private gay clubs has so soon succumbed to assessment of waged tyranny and, hopefully, recovery of original concepts, under a new management regime. All that we of the gay community ask or expect is that the policies be forthright and worthy of the people who innocently support that organization. A fair return for member-endorsement should be a more than satisfactory guarantee of integrity. Luella would like to receive a report of the incident reactivation prior to this paper’s publication deadline, Monday, January 18. Take note, Sausalito!

(continued on page 4)
Claude Chabrol has handled his material and actors with a fine sense of orchestration. As an example there is a key scene set in a comfortable restaurant in Brittany. The emotions explored throughout reflect those disquieting, semi-conscious feelings of our experience. These two people are suspended between conflicting behavior patterns and their struggle with the problem of what words to use, in what order. They in turn never return the call. I’ve thought of advertising, and am a consumer but don’t consider people as being products. I cruise often, tried being carefree, interesting relationship. Although you may be sincere in your pursuit, remember that not everyone you come in contact with will feel the same way. Never the less this should not warrant any inferiority complex. Perhaps with perseverance the impossible dream may come true. I have for you the impossible dream. P.S. After re-reading, I guess I have the impossible dream.

As you probably will agree, one cannot judge another’s personality traits in conjunction with pinpointing what action or should not be done to attain a satisfactory love relationship. One cannot put any derogatory comment as to your personal make-up, only your manner of speaking. Your photo substantiates that looks is not a problem. It is not that you are ready for a date, or not, but that you are ready to enter into a possible love relationship. Perhaps you should remember that not everyone you come in contact with will feel the same way. Never the less this should not warrant any inferiority complex. Perhaps with perseverance the impossible dream may come true. I have for you the impossible dream. P.S. After re-reading, I guess I have the impossible dream.

As you probably will agree, one cannot judge another’s personality traits in conjunction with pinpointing what action or should not be done to attain a satisfactory love relationship. One cannot put any derogatory comment as to your personal make-up, only your manner of speaking. Your photo substantiates that looks is not a problem. It is not that you are ready for a date, or not, but that you are ready to enter into a possible love relationship. Perhaps you should remember that not everyone you come in contact with will feel the same way. Never the less this should not warrant any inferiority complex. Perhaps with perseverance the impossible dream may come true. I have for you the impossible dream. P.S. After re-reading, I guess I have the impossible dream.

As you probably will agree, one cannot judge another’s personality traits in conjunction with pinpointing what action or should not be done to attain a satisfactory love relationship. One cannot put any derogatory comment as to your personal make-up, only your manner of speaking. Your photo substantiates that looks is not a problem. It is not that you are ready for a date, or not, but that you are ready to enter into a possible love relationship. Perhaps you should remember that not everyone you come in contact with will feel the same way. Never the less this should not warrant any inferiority complex. Perhaps with perseverance the impossible dream may come true. I have for you the impossible dream. P.S. After re-reading, I guess I have the impossible dream.
One ridiculous problem, but understandable in acceptance of ancient tradition, that bothers Luella to the point of a good scream, is that in nite spots are "our people" warm and outgoing with one another. SO FOOLISH in this day of higher intelligence! It is so rare and SO gratifying when two strangers shed their masks of ice, give out with a big smile and make small talk. It's a different thing, however, when it takes them three hours to conjure up the nerve to "make the first move." But at least, some individuals are making the attempt, I have noticed.

I thoroughly understand the assumption, darlings, that to speak to a total stranger is generally positive proof of sexual aggression, and believe me, Luella is very well aware of the latter. For Heaven's sake how many friendships (some that could possibly extend to an emotional involvement) are never given the opportunity to cultivate, simply because of this silly-nilly state of gay social affairs.

Also, I can truly appreciate the fact that these annoying observations (and experiences) are not mine exclusively. It distresses me too, to see so many precious hours wasted, by so many "penguins," silently frozen to their positions on the barren wall. Would it not very often be advisable to simply remain at home curled up with a good book (when the author is not available)?

Luella certainly is not a psychologist, nor a match maker, but I do feel compelled to speak out in behalf of an easy and more relaxed approach to the gay nite life scene. Always, my primary recommendation is for a warm and spontaneous smile for those people, themselves only need a tiny bit of encouragement... and glory be... would you believe it... they're giving you a big smile, right back!

At any rate, won't you all please give my suggestion a teeny weeny try, ...for Luella. YOU WILL BE AMAZED!

I am excited, jubilant and tipsy on the mere thought of my newspaper going into a national publication. My happiness for my editors is tremendous, but my personal reaction is sheer joy over the opportunity to meet so many new friends through my column. Luella adores making new discoveries (especially in men) and is dedicated to her cause as a writer. My poor old typewriter is certainly going to have a thorough check-up (at the clinic) preparatory to the debut of Luella's nimble fingers flying through the national social scene. Prepare yourselves, New York girls, Luella is soon on her way!

I have been informed, unofficially, that the Tavern Guild selected a new Empress. Congratulations Crystal! Luella must dash! Just broke a finger-nail and need my manicurist! Tal Ta!
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WOW!
gayzette announces the
Adz BUSINESS exchange
SERVING THE GAY COMMUNITY

GAYZETTE AD PLACEMENT SERVICE
- AD, RAILWAY AND HOMELINE SERVICE
- AD, BUSINESS SWITHCHBOARD
- AD, SECRETARIAL SERVICE

here's the services offered:

GAYZETTE AD PLACEMENT SERVICE
- AD, RAILWAY AND HOMELINE SERVICE
- AD, BUSINESS SWITCHBOARD
- AD, SECRETARIAL SERVICE

Now renting
387-2539
office space with
telephone coverage
GAY SURVEY

MORE GENERAL ----------

1. We are freaks fro know that!
2. Gav power to the people.
3. Luella sounds old and tired!

11. Some survey questions too broad for FREQUENT FÖNES...

GAY LIB. FRONT (Berkeley) ........... 843-6982
GAY SWITCHBOARD (PENNINSULA) ....... 964-7268
GAYZETTE PAPER (SF) ................ 387-2539
ALPINE MESSAGE CENTER .............. 465-2394
GAY SWITCHBOARD (Berkeley) ......... 843-6982

-GAYZETTE WELCOMES THE TWO NEW SWITCHBOARDS TO THE COMMUNITY. (GOOD LUCK)

S.F. needs more organized frctlvltleg. (Could be)

REQUEST SU BSCRIPTIO N
MAKE CHECK PAYABLE A ALL ADS ARE 25# EACH LINE. (MINIMUM 4 LINES)
CLASSIFIES 4 PEOPLE AN ADDITIONAL 1.00 FEE IS CHARGED TO COM­
MERCIAL ACCTS. IF THEY NISH THEIR AD PLACED IN ALL ARTWORK MUST BE SUBMITTED SIZE 1 to 1 A
NO ADS TAKEN OVER THE PHONE. DEADLINE AT NAME
ADDRESS
ENCLOSEI FEE. (EXCLUDES MAIL AQENCIE8 A COMMERCIAL ACCT)
ADZ-GAYZETTE IS FREE!-
ARIES (MARCH 21-APRIL 20)
TAURUS (APRIL 21- MAY 21)
GEMINI (MAY 22- JUNE 21)
CANCER (JUNE 22- JULY 22)
LEO (JULY 22- AUG 23)
VIRGO (AUG 24- SEPT 23)
LIBRA (SEPT 24- OCT 23)
SCORPIO (OCT 24- nov 22)
SAGITTARIUS (NOV 21-DEC 21)
CAPRICORN (DEC 22-JAN 20)
AQUARIUS (JAN 21-FEB 19)
PISCES (FEB 20 - MARCH 20)

MOROSCOPE JAN 14- 20 1971

ARIES (MARCH 21-APRIL 20)
-Important affairs now. Be conservativo. Do not attempt too much.

TAURUS (APRIL 21- MAY 21)

GEMINI (MAY 22- JUNE 21)
-Good week for business and finance. Finish up old matters. You should have a good week.

CANCER (JUNE 22- JULY 22)

LEO (JULY 22- AUG 23)
-Financial work. Do not permit yourself to become involved in gossip.

VIRGO(AUG 24- SEPT 23)

-Sit down and be counted
our first women page is scheduled for Jan. 28th
we urge our women to make the scene
submit your items....

Now

You may receive some money.

LIBRA (SEPTEMB 24- OCT 23)
-Urgent business or personal matters should be tended to. Avoid disputes. Good time for making out.

SCORPIO (OCT 24- nov 22)
-Straighten out your social life. Social affairs this week. Curb extravagant urges. Do not sign papers.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV 23-DEC 21)
-Business or personal matters this week. Be careful with strangers.

CAPRICORN (DEC 22-JAN 20)
-Be on guard at all times.

ARIES (MARCH 21-APRIL 20)
-Push important work and social affairs this week. Beware of careless tendencies on the 19 & 20th.

PISCES (FEB 20 - MARCH 20)
-You should have a good & productive week. No warnings for good time for partnerships and new ventures.

Taurus (April 21- May 20)

Gemini (May 22- June 21)
-Good week for business and finances. Finish up old matters. You should have a good week.

Cancer (June 22- July 22)

Leo (July 22- Aug 23)
-Delays financial work. Do not permit yourself to become involved in gossip.

Virgo (Aug 24- Sept 23)

-The Stars

The Stars

GAYZETTE PAPER (SF) ................ 387-2539
THANKS